
A family-owned and operated company, CORTEC began 
operation in January of 2004 with a group of experienced, like 
minded professionals with a passion for manufacturing and selling 
a product backed by an unmatched level of quality and service.

CORTEC is a business built on lifelong relationships and a dedication to 
providing a product guaranteed to exceed client needs. We’re committed 
to supplying your flow-control needs today and continually aspiring to 
produce equipment capable of the needs of tomorrow.

OUR STORY

208 Equity Boulevard, Houma, LA 70360
[P] 985-223-1966  [F] 985-223-1936

2900 La. Hwy. 1 North, Port Allen, LA 70767
[P] 225-421-3300  [F] 225-421-3301

 USCOR TEC.COM 

AMERICAN MADE. SUPERIOR GRADE.
CORTEC proudly operates two US based manufacturing facilities in Louisiana.



Out Perform and Over Deliver. Our aim on 
every project is to continually exceed client 

expectations by delivering the highest 
quality products backed by superior 

support. We pursue this ideal with 
safety at the forefront and an 

uncompromising emphasis of 
quality based the most stringent 

of industry and CORTEC inspired 
standards. CORTEC is an 

engineered products company 
dedicated to providing 

solutions and bringing 
value to every project.

OUR MISSION OUR CULTURE

 Production Chokes

 Drilling/Extreme  
Service Chokes

 Compact Valves

 Pressure Relief Valves

 API Flowline Components

 Control Panels

 Valve Manifold Packages

OUR PRODUCTS
Our product lines include:

We believe product support is paramount 
to developing the confidence of our 
customers. CORTEC stands 100% behind 
our products and we aim to continuously 
pursue complete satisfaction with their use.

OUR BUSINESS LINES

CORTEC Fluid Control (CFC) leads the choke industry by offering 
a complete line of production and drilling chokes. We complete 
our line of products with pressure relief valves, API flow line 
components and valve manifold packages for total fluid control.

CORTEC Manifold Systems (CMS) has steadily become a 
dominant presence in the compact valve world by offering an 
extensive line of compact ball, check and diverter valves. Crafted 
at our Louisiana production facility, our compact valves provide 
significant weight and space savings, perfect for both in both 
offshore and on-land manifold design applications. CMS also 
offers a line of drilling diverter valves and complete turnkey 
valve manifold packages to fully service client needs.

CORTEC is comprised of two globally established divisions 
with their own unique product focus. 

CORTEC Fluid Control (CFC) leads the choke industry by 
offering the most expansive line of models across both 
production and drilling applications. Additionally, we offer a 
full line of pressure relief valves, API flow line components, 
manifold packages and control panels to compliant our 
valve offerings. 

CORTEC Manifold Systems (CMS) is an industry leading 
manufacturer of compact valves. Our designs, including 
ball, check and diverter type valves, are crafted to maximize 
weight and space savings potential when compared to 
conventional API and ANSI class designs. We utilize our vast 
manifold and piping systems design experience to deliver 
turnkey systems that match the precise needs of our client. 

 PRODUCTION
 DRILLING
 WELL SERVICES

OUR APPLICATIONS
(SECTORS WE SERVE)
CORTEC manufacturers a range of equipment 
well suited to virtually any high pressure, 
upstream application. Contact our team 
today or visit our website to find out more on 
how we can serve your project needs.


